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Project Overview (1)
Objective
The overall objective of the project is threefold (as indicated in the Grant
Agreement):
• To advance in the understanding of the effects of meteorological
uncertainty in TBO.
• To develop methodologies to analyse, quantify and manage the effects of
meteorological uncertainty in TBO.
• To pave the road for a future integration of the management of
meteorological uncertainty into the ATM system.
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Project Overview (2)
Focus, Specific Objectives and General Approach
We focus on two particular problems, both at the pre-tactical and tactical levels:
• Trajectory planning under MET uncertainties (trajectory scale; microscale)
• Prediction of sector demand under MET uncertainties
(traffic scale; mesoscale)
Hence, there are two specific objectives:
• To improve the predictability of aircraft trajectories when subject to weather
uncertainty keeping acceptable levels of efficiency (trade-off between
predictability and efficiency).
• To increase the accuracy of the prediction of sector demand when weather
uncertainty is taken into account (assessment of the predictability of the sector
demand when the predictability of the individual trajectories is improved).
The trajectory planning and sector demand analyses are made using probabilistic
approaches (the weather uncertainty is modeled probabilistically).
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Project Overview (3)
Impact
The expected impacts of TBO-Met are as follows:
From the point of view of the integration of meteorological information into
ATM planning:
• assessment of how existing meteorological products can be used to
enhance predictability of aircraft trajectories within TBO;
• assessment of how improvements of the existing meteorological products
could enhance predictability of aircraft trajectories within TBO.
From the point of view of the overall efficiency of the ATM system:
• from the airlines perspective, the reduction of costs and risks;
• from the ANSP side, the better allocation of resources and reduced ATC
workload;
• from the Network Manager, the better identification of the ATFCM
measures to be applied (for example, rerouting, advancing traffic, or slot
allocation).
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Project Overview (5)
§ 3 research topics:
• mid-term trajectory planning considering weather forecast uncertainties
• short-term trajectory prediction under thunderstorm activity
• sector demand analysis considering weather forecast uncertainties
§ 8 technical problems
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Project Overview (6)
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Project Overview (7)
Robust Aircraft Trajectory Planning under Wind Uncertainty using Optimal Control. D.
González-Arribas, Manuel Soler, and Manuel Sanjurjo. Journal of Guidance, Control,
and Dynamics, Vol. 41 (3), 2018, pp. 673-688. https://doi.org/10.2514/1.G002928
Wind-Based Robust Aircraft Route Optimization using Meteorological Ensemble
Prediction Systems. D. González-Arribas, Manuel Soler, and Manuel Sanjurjo. 6th
SESAR Innovation Days (SID), 2016. Available at Open-Aire.
Robust Optimal Trajectory Planning under Uncertain Winds and Convective Risk. Daniel
González-Arribas, Manuel Soler, Javier García-Heras, Manuel Sanjurjo-Rivo, Ulrike
Gelhardt, Juergen Lang, Daniel Sacher, Thomas Hauf, and Juan Simarro. ATM/CNS
EIWAC Conference 2017. In review for “Air Traffic Management and Systems III Selected papers of the 5th ENRI international workshop, 2017”, Springer.
Sector demand analysis under meteorological uncertainty. Alfonso Valenzuela, Antonio
Franco and Damián Rivas. 7th European Conference for Aeronautics and Space
Sciences (EUCASS), 2017.
Effects of Reducing Wind-Induced Trajectory Uncertainty on Sector Demand. Alfonso
Valenzuela, Antonio Franco, Damián Rivas, Javier García-Heras and Manuel Soler. 7th
SESAR Innovation Days (SID), 2017.
Effects of Weather Uncertainty in Sector Demand at Tactical Level. Alfonso Valenzuela,
Antonio Franco, Damián Rivas, Daniel Sacher, Javier García-Heras and Manuel Soler.
International Symposium on Sustainable Aviation (ISSA), 2018.
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Project achievements (1)
Conclusions
The results have shown that
• the predictability of aircraft trajectories can be increased
• the storm avoidance strategy can be better anticipated
• the accuracy of sector demand forecast can be improved
hence, based on these results, the overall conclusion is that
the ATM efficiency can be enhanced by integrating into the
ATM planning process the available information about the
uncertainty of weather forecasts.
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Project achievements (2)
Specific achievements
•

•

•

For the mid-term trajectory planning problem, the achievement is the capability
of generating more predictable trajectories considering the uncertainty of
weather predictions; the output is a set of alternative routes, according to the
different trade-offs;
For the storm avoidance problem, the achievement is the capability of being
better informed about the evolution of the hazardous convective weather
regions; the output now is an ensemble of possible deviation trajectories that
avoid the potential storm realisations, leading to a more proactive way of facing
thunderstorms.
For the sector demand problem, the achievement is the capability of improving
the accuracy of the sector demand forecast; the output is a quantitative
measure of the uncertainty of sector demand, which can be updated according
to the release of new forecasts and the movement of the aircraft.
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Project achievements (3)
Outcome and potential benefits
The overall outcome has been the development of methodologies to quantify
and better understand the impact of wind uncertainty and convective
weather in trajectory planning and sector demand, both at mid-term and
short-term levels.
The potential benefits are the following:
• Reduction of the buffer times used by airlines
• Better-informed decision making
• Increase of declared sector capacities
• Better identification of demand-capacity balancing measures
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Project achievements (4)
Maturity
TRL-criteria ID

Trajectory planning

Storm avoidance

Sector demand

1

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

2

Achieved

Partial-Non Blocking

Partial-Non Blocking

3

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

4

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

5

Achieved

Partial-Non Blocking

Achieved

6

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

7

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

8

Partial-Non Blocking

Partial-Non Blocking

Partial-Non Blocking

9

Achieved

Partial-Non Blocking

Achieved

10

Partial-Non Blocking

Partial-Non Blocking

Partial-Non Blocking

11

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

12

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

The three research topics show maturity to go from TRL 0 to TRL 1
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Project follow-up (1)
Technical lessons learned
•
•
•

The need for enhanced meteorological data, including calibration of
EPSs and improved probabilistic nowcasts
The need for an improved robust trajectory planner (with hypotheses
relaxation)
The need for an extended methodology for sector demand analysis at
multi-sector scale
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Project follow-up (2)
Recommendations for future steps
In trajectory planning, the following research is needed for the future:
• The inclusion of other sources of uncertainty different from the
meteorological one, e.g., on aircraft dynamics.
• The use of calibrated EPS obtained through statistical prost-processing
techniques, for instance Ensemble Model Output Statistics.
• The enrichment of aircraft performance modelling, e.g., considering
BADA 4, which accounts for compressibility effects.
• The consideration of structured airspaces as, for example, Free Routing
Airspace.
• The consideration of three-dimensional flights, including thus variable
barometric altitude. This would allow the computation of complete
flights.
• The consideration of meteorological forecasts that evolve over time, e.g.,
to consider a series of snapshots of the forecasted status of the
atmosphere for the whole duration of the flight.
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Project follow-up (3)
Recommendations for future steps
In the storm avoidance problem, the following research is needed for the future:
• The inclusion of other sources of uncertainty different from the location
of the convective cells.
• The improvement of thunderstorm uncertainty modelling, e.g., extracting
probabilistic fields by using probabilistic nowcasts.
• In case of the availability of nowcasts providing 3D storm cells, the
consideration of vertical avoidance manoeuvres.
• The consideration of operational environment constraints, such as
preventing the deviation trajectories from entering into restricted or
reserved airspaces.
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Project follow-up (4)
Recommendations for future steps
In the sector demand problem, the following research is needed for the future:
• Extension to TMA environment, considering climbing/descending
trajectories, which may enter/exit the sector also by the upper and
lower limits.
• Multi-sector analysis, that is, the extension of the methodology to be
able to analyse traffic considering several sectors at once.
• Variable sector configuration, to take into account that the ATC
sectors can be opened and/or merged.
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Project follow-up (5)
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for your attention!
This project has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking
under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No [number]
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